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Fascinating
Robots
Examined!

Robots to Rock Your World
From the Pages of Science Fiction to Your Home:
Social, Companion and Educational Robots

by Stephanie Greenall

S

cience fiction has always played a
role in how we view robots. From
Metropolis’ False Maria to everyone’s
favourite droid R2-D2, sci-fi has
shaped our expectations and fears
surrounding the future of robotics.
It’s unlikely we will be cowering down
to robot overlords anytime soon, but
with the current advancements in
technology it’s inevitable that our everyday lives will be touched by robotics in one way or another.
Below are a few examples of how
this exciting new technology is
impacting our lives today.

DOMESTIC ROBOTS

As a child I dreamed of life in Orbit
City, spending my days zipping around
in a flying car, hanging out with the
Jetsons, and lounging in my Sky
8 NOVO

Pad, complete with my very own
Rosie the Robot. I might not be
commuting in a flying car anytime
soon, but having a metallic maid
could be in my not-so-distant
future. If January’s CES (Consumer
Electronics Show) event is any
indication, domestic robots are
ready for us, but are we ready for
them?
KURI

With emotive eyes and a friendly
disposition, Kuri ($699 US) is
your Pixar character come to life.
Making his official debut at this
year’s CES, Kuri warmed hearts
as he rolled across the showroom
floor chirping to his own beat. The
intelligent home robot responds
to voice commands much like
www.novo.press
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Amazon Echo or Google Home and is
packed with sensors so he doesn’t fall
down the stairs or bump into furniture.
His expressive eyes can do more than
communicate his responses, they
feature a built in HD-camera that can
capture photos and video. Using the

smartphone app, voice commands or
IFTTT (If This Then That) applications,
Kuri can patrol your home, play with
your kids, and control smart home
devices. He might not be Rosie, but
he’s definitely not a Roomba!
BUDDY

Another contender for cutest
robot at CES is BUDDY ($980
US). Featuring a camera,
ultrasound, infrared and thermal
sensors, a range-finder sensor,
a temperature sensor and
ground detectors, BUDDY has a
lot to offer. From recommending
recipes in the kitchen to testing
kids on their homework, this
robot is ready to join your
household. Unlike Kuri, BUDDY
features an 8-inch tablet that
acts as an interface and can
be used for video calls and
commands. This computerized
companion not only wants to
be a part of your family, but
wants to democratize robotics.
BUDDY is built on an opensource platform that makes it
www.novo.press

easy for developers around the world
to build applications. With BUDDY the
possibilities are endless.
CUTII

Our world is currently facing an
aging population and this change
in demographics brings a host of
new challenges. For many seniors,
independence is not something they
are willing to give up, and to remove
them from their home prematurely
is heartbreaking. Yumii for Cutii is a
French startup that has developed
a companion robot specifically
designed for the elderly. Cutii (Cost
TBD) works entirely through vocal
commands and is designed to
allow seniors to interact with their
family, caregivers, and doctors. The
companion resembles a tablet on
wheels and can take users on virtual
tours of museums, or sign them up
for a local yoga class. By simplifying
everyday interactions, Cutii can
help seniors stay connected to their
community.
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NOT JUST FOR KIDS

Getting older doesn’t necessarily
mean growing up, and for those who
will always be a kid at heart, CES
featured robotic toys that will make
your inner child scream with delight.

to life. The smartphone app allows the
user to map seven different gestures
that will inform the movements of the
motors. This kit might be aimed at

kids, but Ziro can be a powerful tool
for roboticists of all ages to quickly
prototype their ideas.

ZIRO

Imagine being able to control a
robot with a wave of your hand. With
ZeroUI’s new robotics kit, you can
animate and control your robot with
their new smart glove, Ziro ($249 US).
Whether you’re using a pre-made kit
or your own design, just attach the
motors and see your creations come
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LEGO BOOST

LEGO has brought joy and creativity
to millions of children (and adults)
over the years, and with the changing
landscape of toys they continue to
evolve their brand. This year, LEGO
launched their Boost ($160 US) kit
that includes a set of motors and
programmable bricks that can be
used with existing LEGO blocks to
create motorized toys. The set also
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comes with instructions for five
models including Vernie the Robot,
Frankie the Cat, and the Guitar 4000.
With help from the companion app,
the user will be able to program their
creation with drag and drop modules.
LEGO Boost will be available in August
2017, so have your credit card ready!
sTEM & LEARNING
ROBOTS FOR KIDS

We live in a world where children can
navigate an iPad before they utter
their first word. Kids can program a
PVR before their parents can figure
out which remote to use.
Children are growing up with
a technological intuition that
generations before them have lacked.
Our future is being shaped by the
constant evolution of innovation, and
there is an increasing need for people

www.novo.press
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be used on their own. You can also interact
without the app by pressing the buttons
on the side of the robot’s head, and by
tilting or shaking the robot. Although COJI
is developed for children ages 4-7, anyone
who is fluent in emojis can get their LOLs
from this bot.
JADE ROBOT

For those looking for a tool that can truly
inspire the next generation of scientists
and engineers, meet the Jade Robot ($210
US). I was introduced to the rover-like
robot at the TAVES Consumer Electronics
Show last November and could instantly
see it was different from the competition.
At first, the lack of a plastic case seemed
like an oversight, but the exposed PCBs
(printed circuit board) encourage kids to
touch, experience, and ask questions about
robotics. Creating commands or interacting
with the help of sensors, this Canadian
robot has been tested in thousands of
classrooms and has shown great success
with students. From grade 3 to college, the
Jade Robot is designed to grow with the
user and can be used to teach a variety of
concepts for different skill levels.

who can not only build and use these tools,
but also can see the applications for them.
This understanding spans across an array of
industries, and we must build upon a child’s
natural inclinations and provide him/her with
the tools to foster their future learning.
As we wait for schools to catch up with
technology, there have been exciting
advances in the world of educational toys.
With help from games, apps, and even robots,
children as young as three are being taught
the basics of coding.

Using the universal language of emojis, COJI
($59 US) is designed to develop STEM and
problem-solving skills. In addition to being
used to program and play with the robot, the
app comes with a variety of games that can

While kids are kicking off their engineering
degrees at an accelerated rate and the
elderly generation are beginning to embrace
robotic companions, I am still waiting for
a robot that can handle a set of stairs and
deliver a perfectly barbecued steak. We all
have our dreams.

KUBO

Using puzzle pieces—called TagTiles—
KUBO ($169 US) teaches kids the principles
of programming. This six inch tall robot drives
over the RFID (radio frequency identification)
embedded puzzle pieces to read commands.
TagTiles can be used to spell out a word
or give a series of directions for KUBO to
travel. This puzzle-based robot is launching
on INDIEGOGO and will be available for earlybird discounts.
COJI

From the makers of Robosapian and
Roboraptor comes COJI, the coding robot.
www.novo.press
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Outdoor Speaker Buyer Guide

by Gaelen Andrews

From Portable Bluetooth Speakers to Dedicated Outdoor Speakers

I

f you enjoy the great outdoors as much as
you enjoy music, you’ll be happy to know
that more types of outdoor speakers available today than ever before. Whether you
plan to listen to music in your backyard, on
the balcony, while camping or at the beach,
today’s outdoor speakers offer versatility,
portability and of course great sound. This
guide will take you on an exploration of
everything that you’ll want to consider so
you can experience quality sound outside,
anywhere you’ll be this sunny season.
A speaker isn’t just a speaker, especially
when we’re outside. An outdoor speaker is
significantly different than an indoor one,
as a lot of its design goes into ensuring it
is weatherproof, and making it sound good
in open air. When choosing an outdoor
speaker, how much you spend dictates how
weatherproof they are, what the speakers
can connect to, and obviously how good they
sound. Outdoor speakers range from a small
portable model with a headphone jack, to a
solar powered Bluetooth speaker you can
take swimming, to even to a multi-channel
system that wirelessly integrates with your
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home and can withstand a nasty storm.
Whatever your situation, this guide will help
you find enhanced ways to enjoy your music
outside.
your outdoor space

There are unique challenges to designing
a speaker to be used in open air. The main
challenge is volume. Outside, sound waves
can spread their wings and quickly dissipate,
as opposed to bouncing around from wall to
wall inside of a room. For the same reason,
bass feels especially light when you’re
outside. The main rule about volume is if you
need more of it, you need more speakers.
For the majority of outdoor environments, a
single speaker can provide enough volume
for a small group of people. A good example
of this is a wireless speaker placed on a
table in your backyard. In a bigger space, it’s
best to have at least two or more speakers
surrounding you, so one area won’t be
deafening while another area is too quiet,
making it easier on your ears and your gear.
outdoor speaker placement

Keeping in mind how open air affects the
volume and quality, where you place the
speaker(s) can have a surprising impact on
their performance. To prove this to yourself,
play music straight from your phone’s tiny
speakers and then put your phone into an
empty glass or bowl. See how much louder
your music gets?
The basic rules of outdoor speaker
placement are to put your speakers above
you, and against something. Height is
important as focusing a speaker down,
towards your listening area will give you
better sound and more volume than if the
speaker is facing the sky (you can also try
this with your phone). If you’re installing
speakers on a wall, they should be mounted
about 10 feet high, and angled down toward
the listening area. Even if you’re listening to
a portable speaker, giving it a bit of height
and angle will help, and some portable
speakers have built-in straps for mounting.
If you’re mounting speakers try to do so
under a roof overhang, placed close to the
wall, or best, in a corner – remember the
bowl effect. This will help with weather
www.novo.press
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protection, sound quality, volume, and bass
response. Thankfully, outdoor subwoofers
are also available. Even ones that shake the
earth, literally – you bury them.
the music source

Now it’s time to think about how you’ll get
your music to the speaker. If you’re listening
to AM/FM radio, CDs, or the TV, you’ll likely
have to connect your outdoor speakers to
your existing AV receiver. Nowadays, most
people have music stored digitally on their
smart phones and tablets, so naturally
the producers of outdoor speakers have
developed slick ways of integrating with your
device. Most wireless speakers available
today allow you to stream music from your
device of choice through a Bluetooth or NFC
(Near Field Communication) connection.
Some wireless speakers can also stream
music from your home network. With older
portable speakers that don’t offer wireless
connectivity, you’ll have to connect the
headphone output of your device to the
speaker using a 3.5mm cable.
Some portable speakers offer a voiceactivated noise-cancelling microphone,
effectively turning the speaker into a
speaker phone. This can be very handy
if someone calls your phone while you’re
listening to music.
portable indoor /
outdoor bluetooth speakers

To enjoy music outside, the most cost
effective option is to use a portable Bluetooth
speaker. While there are many portable
speakers on the market, going for one that is
built for outdoor use is recommended since
they will inevitably get dropped, dirty, or wet.
Portable speakers range from as little as
$15 and run all the way up to $400+. Most
current portable speakers are equipped with
Bluetooth connectivity so you can stream
the music from your phone directly to the
speaker, but some also offer additional
legacy inputs. The least expensive models
are outfitted with a single speaker driver,
while premium models offer multiple drivers
and even a subwoofer.
I don’t recommend speakers under $50,
since most in this price range produce a
tiny, thin sound. The sweet spot for portable
speakers lands somewhere around $150,
if you’re looking for decent sound. For this
price you should get a good sounding
Bluetooth speaker that’ll survive being
outside. Your main consideration should
be the space where you’ll be placing the
18 NOVO

speaker and whether you prefer a wired or
battery powered model. There are some very
small and light weight speakers available,
but their diminutive size also means there
is a trade-off in sound quality and battery life.
You’ll likely come across an IPX rating,
which is worth paying attention to as it
describes how resistant the device is to
water and dust. Basically, you’ll want IPX4 or
higher for outdoor use. The rating goes from
0-8 for water-proofing, and 0-6 for dustproofing.
An incredible selection of portable outdoor
speakers can be found in boutique hifi
retailers, big-box stores and online. As
with any other hifi product, online research
is important to finding a model that fits

your budget, listening needs and audio
performance . Professional and customer
reviews are your best tools. Once you’ve
narrowed down your search, it’s always
best to also listen to the speaker at a local
retailer.
For starters, I recommend taking a look
at speakers from Braven and Eton. Braven’s
Outdoor Series consists of seven models,
ranging in sizes, performance and prices
from $79 to $349. Eton makes a speaker
with a sustainable design element, as their
competitive advantage is that they are
solar powered. Eton makes solar powered
models starting with a small and lightweight
portable model called the Rugged Rukus,
ranging to the company’s flagship model the
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Rukus Xtreme.
If you lead a more active lifestyle, exercise
can now usually be accompanied with your
music (even while swimming). One of the
more innovative outdoor speakers is made
to go in the water bottle holder of your
bicycle. The Scosche boomBOTTLE ($75)
will also work very well as a speaker to take
anywhere. Being light and compact with a
speaker at either end of the “bottle”, and a
ported subwoofer in the middle, it pumps the
volume loud enough to keep you rockin’ out,
and pedaling hard.
Other notable brands that produce
portable outdoor speakers include Monster,
Cambridge Soundworks, Philips and
SoundPEATS.
dedicated outdoor speakers
and home integration

If you are going this route, good planning is
paramount. As discussed, well positioned
speakers sound a lot better, and poorly
installed speakers can spiral into a
renovation making you wish you’d never
thought of music outside.
It’s an attractive idea to add some outdoor
speakers to your existing system. Many
receivers have an A and B set of speakers,
or multiple “zones”, so you can listen
to speakers in multiple spaces. When
connecting outdoor speakers to a receiver
/ source that’s located indoors, use speaker
wire that is designed for in-wall (CL2 or CL3)
applications. Lead the wires in from the
outside and seal the drill holes shut with
some silicon. If you’re not handy with a drill
however, there are some simpler solutions.
Wireless technology has become very
cost effective, thus wireless speakers have
become more popular. Keeping in mind that
wireless speakers still have to be plugged
into a power outlet, they make setup
easier. Integrating with your music library or
internet radio via a wireless router, you can
hide a small amplifier inside your home close
to where your outdoor speakers are mounted,
minimizing unsightly wires.
Sonos is one of the companies that offers
a solution that is hard to beat in terms of
sound quality, affordability, ease of setup
(with a 1 button setup), and allows you
stream music from just about any source
you can name - from music stored on your
home network to internet radio to the tunes
on your smart phone. While Sonos does not
offer an outdoor speaker, its Connect: AMP
is ideal for powering and streaming music
to a pair of good quality outdoor speakers.
www.novo.press

The Sonos can be set up in a multi-room
configuration and allows you to control
playback from your smart phone / tablet
thanks to a very slick app. Check out our
detailed guide to “Building an Affordable
Multi-room Audio System With Sonos” in the
FEATURES section of www.novo.press; this
guide also features a review of the system.
If you’re planning to get a pair of great
sounding outdoor speakers, a Canadian
company called Blue Sound has similar ease
of setup and stream-ability as Sonos, but
is “designed by audiophiles”. They offer an
amp called the Powernode that connects
with your router wirelessly that would be
excellent to power any good pair of outdoor
speakers. The Powernode is powerful, plays
hi res files in their native formats, and
can be controlled with Windows, iOS, and
Andriod devices.
Another company worth looking at in this
space is called MainStream Audio. Their
range of products offers functionally very
similar to Sonos components, albeit at much
more affordable price points.
Choosing your favorite outdoor speaker is
done best by listening to them, and if that is
not possible, going with a brand you already
have confidence in is recommended. Most
popular brands offer outdoor speakers, and
of course we have a few options to get you
started. Monitor Audio has been winning
awards for their speakers for many years and
the company offers an extensive selection
of outdoor speakers. If you’re looking for
an outdoor wall-mounted model, check out
their Climate series (I actually have a pair
of Climate CL80 speakers installed on my

back patio and I absolutely love their sound).
Monitor Audio also offers a Climate Garden
range that includes a speaker which can be
staked into the ground or mounted to a wall
or a tree. There’s even a matching Climate
Garden subwoofer. Paradigm is another
excellent speaker maker that offers three
outdoor speakers series: the Stylus Outdoor,
Garden Oasis and Rock Monitor (rockshaped speakers). JBL has almost certainly
provided sound at outdoor concerts you’ve
attended, so not surprisingly that they also
offer great outdoor speaker called the JBL
Control X. Other notable brands that offer
outdoor speakers include Yamaha, Focal,
Cambridge Audio, Polk Audio, Bose, Definitive
Technology, MartinLogan, Bowers&Wilkins,
Sonance and Klipsch.
For those who prefer feng shui designs over
mounted speakers, there are companies
who make camouflaged outdoor speakers
that blend into the outdoor landscape. One
company that makes good quality speakers
is StereoStone, offering a selection of
planters with speakers discreetly builtin, rock-shaped speakers with options for
colour, size, and the type of speaker you’d
prefer – they even offer subwoofers. There
are some attractive options for planters that
allow the sound to disperse 360 degrees
from their bases. Since most of these
options are not wireless, you will have to run
cables underground and it is best if they’re
encased in a PVC pipe.
Now that you have some ideas of how to
bring your music with you, get outside and
enjoy the summer while it lasts!
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Virtual Reality at the International CES

New VR Headsets, Experiences, Backpack Computers and Accessories
by Jeremy Phan

R

emember that scene from Back to the
Future II when the McFlys are sitting
around the kitchen table, with both kids donning VR headsets? While today’s virtual reality technology isn’t quite as compact, lightweight, and wireless as the headsets in the
second movie of that classic trilogy, virtual
and augmented reality are gaining steam
and poised to move from niche to consumer
mainstream in the very near future.
Last winter’s release of the PlayStation
VR headset and its accompanying games
has allowed video gamers to immerse
themselves in various VR experiences at a
price point that’s finally below four figures.
For the non-gamers, the PlayStation
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VR allows you to watch movies or other
streaming content in a giant virtual theatre
as well. While a dedicated VR headset for
the Xbox console is missing, Microsoft has
opted to support the Oculus Rift instead of
developing another VR headset beyond their
own HoloLens. At the same time, content
for the high-end Oculus Rift and HTC Vive
VR headsets continues to grow and impress
consumers. There are already plenty of
first-person shooters, 360-platform games
and flight simulators in the market for
these headsets. But what’s really amazing
is physically-interactive gaming in which
players wear motion capture markers and
actually walk around a physical space but

see and interact with a virtual environment,
wielding gaming controllers that turn into
virtual weapons in the gaming world. At the
2016 TAVES Consumers Electronics Show,
Canadian company Mirage VR showcased
this with a fantasy game that put players on
a pirate ship, fighting off virtual enemies.
Despite Microsoft’s omission in VR gaming
hardware, they’re undoubtedly helping
to extend VR’s reach into the home with
the Windows Holographic Platform. This
upcoming update to Windows 10 will bring
both virtual and augmented reality, which
Microsoft dubs “mixed reality”. The minimum
desktop computing requirements of only 4GB
of RAM, a graphics card supporting DirectX
12, a quad-core CPU, and 1GB of free disk
space make it incredibly accessible. Intel,
who worked in partnership with Microsoft
to create the platform, has showcased it
running at a buttery-smooth 90 frames-persecond on one of their compact NUC minicomputers.
To accompany this new Windows
functionality, at this year’s International
Consumers Electronics Show in Las
Vegas, numerous VR headsets have been
announced by familiar names such as Acer,
Lenovo, Dell, and HP as well as newcomer
3Glasses. In a bid to maximize accessibility,
Microsoft has stated that headsets will
www.novo.press
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start at only $299 US but similar to PCs,
higher priced headsets will offer increased
performance. Premium VR headsets in
this space will feature higher resolutions,
wider fields of view, higher refresh rates,
and built-in headphones. Premium versus
budget models aside, all headsets will have
the following in common: they’ll be tethered
(wired) to the user’s PC, use cameras for
gesture control, and microphones for voice
control. Despite being tethered via a wire,
the headsets have complete full 6-axis (X,
Y, Z) tracking as well as inside-out tracking
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which makes the headset aware of the
user’s location in their physical space. The
first headsets in this category are slated to
start shipping this April. 3Glasses hopes
to disrupt the established PC accessory
makers with their S1 Blubur VR headset
($449 US) which features a lightning-fast
120 Hz refresh rate, 2880 x 1440 resolution
(Dual 2K), and 110° field-of-view. They also
tout a built-in blue light filter to reduce eye
strain similar to iOS’s “Night Shift” mode or
Android’s “Night Mode”.
These upcoming headsets will bring VR out

of the realm of the existing manufacturers
such as the Oculus Rift ($599 US), which
has to date sold 5M units, and HTC Vive
($799 US) by lowering both the price and
high computing power barrier to entry.
Previously, it took a robust gaming computer
costing at least $1,200 US to power the
Rift or Vive but now mainstream computers
will be capable of supplying content for the
upcoming Windows VR headsets.
To make sure there’s enough content
and use cases for these new headsets,
Microsoft is adding “mixed reality” support

www.novo.press
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to all its core Windows applications from
the Edge browser to Skype to a soon-to-bereleased “Movies and TV” app with support
for 360° videos. It’s also working to bring
over HoloLens applications. Users looking
to maximize their virtual reality experience
should aim for at least a Core i5 Skylake
processor on desktop computers and a Core
i5 Kaby Lake processor on laptops. It takes
a lot of computing power to draw all those
pixels and all headsets operate at a
minimum of 60 frames-per-second
to reduce blur and other graphical
artefacts. This helps to eliminate
discomforting effects such as
dizziness, nausea, and motion
sickness.
For those looking to take their VR
explorations away from the desktop,
three choices are available from
Zotac, MSI, and HP: VR-capable
computers housed inside backpacks
toting
giant,
hot-swappable
batteries. Zotac’s newest version
of their VR Go backpack computer
is a $2,000 US wearable computer
that comes equipped with a beefy
Core i7-6700T CPU, an Nvidia GTX
www.novo.press

1070 graphics card, 16 GB of RAM, and a
speedy 240 GB M.2 solid state drive. The
huge batteries are the majority of the
backpack’s 10 pound weight and offer two
hours of mobile VR freedom. The slightly
more expensive MSI VR One 6RE comes in
at $2,200 US but ups the hardware to an
unlocked Core i7-6820HK and a 512 GB
solid state drive. HP will also be releasing
their own backpack computer called the HP

Omen VR this year but exact details are yet
to be announced.
To further blur the lines between reality
and the virtual world, HTC, makers of the
Vive headset, showcased the HTC Vive
Tracker, an accessory that attaches to
any real-world object like a golf club, fake
weapon, or even a fire hose. The Vive Tracker
captures the movement of the attached
object and projects it in real-time into
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the virtual environment. Instead of using
a puny stick controller to simulate a rifle
in a shooting game, users are able to hold
a plastic rifle for a more realistic feel. HTC
also demoed a firefighter training simulation
complete with a heat-emanating, hapticfeedback equipped firefighter’s jacket. The
haptic feedback-equipped hose, with the
Tracker attached, simulated the pressure
from the virtual firehose and even retracted
or extended to simulate the movement of
water. The Tracker will allow developers to
insert any object (once digitally modelled)
into their VR worlds, adding in that tactile
sensation of wielding a physical object.
Another company combining VR with the
real world is Hypersuit. This company has
developed a platform that allows the user to
lie down and control two handlebars in front
of them to simulate flying, hang gliding, or
other movement - essentially becoming like
Iron Man or Superman, flying through the air.
The company hopes to have their padded
lie-flat platforms in VR arcades by Q3 and
is working with developers on more “flying”centric content.
At the lowest end – in price but not
experience – headsets which utilize
smartphones as their screens continue to
be updated by companies such as Samsung
and Google. Google’s industry-first cloth VR
headset, the Daydream View, is available for
under $90 US and allows users to fly through
Google Earth, watch Netflix and YouTube
on a giant screen including 360° videos,
explore the Harry Potter world of Fantastic
Beasts, and explore cultural institutions
captured through Google’s Arts & Culture
program. Qualcomm’s upcoming flagship
mobile processor, the Snapdragon 835, was
showcased at CES rendering vivid 4K mobile
content which will allow the next generation
of 2K/4K display-equipped smartphones to
double as mobile VR displays when used
with any of the inexpensive headsets.
As prices continue to drop and issues
such as latency, field-of-view, and graphics
www.novo.press

processing
power continue
to
improve,
virtual
reality
will
become
more accessible.
Instead of buying
a large-screen
television costing
thousands,
an
existing
PC
or video game
console
will
enable users to travel to exotic locales,
giving immense freedom to those less mobile
or with physical limitations. VR will also

allow workers to be more effective thanks to
augmented reality applications that display
live, real-time information augmenting their
physical world. And if you love to travel to
exotic places, VR will let you experience
things such as exploring space or deepsea diving. Despite the advances, it’ll still
be summer 2018 before performance and
cost reach an inflection point to truly make
it mainstream instead of being a somewhat
premium product for early adopters. Being
able to walk through a UNESCO World
Heritage site from the comfort of one’s living
room is an incredible experience that more
and more consumers will soon have the
opportunity to participate in. 2017 is sure
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REVIEW
by Douglas Brown

Bryston
BDA-3 DAC (Digital-to-Analog Converter)

M

ore Canadian than Darryl Sittler sipping a double-double from Tim Hortons
while handing Terry Fox an autographed #27
Maple Leaf Jersey at the Toronto City Hall,
Bryston has been manufacturing consumer
electronics out of Peterborough Ontario
since the early 1970s. Today, Bryston sells a
vast array of audio products including amps,
preamps, digital products, speakers and
even a turntable.
In this review, we look at the BDA-3
($3,495), Bryston’s current flagship Digital
to Analog Converter (DAC). What’s a DAC you
ask? You may not know it, but if you listen
to music then you use a DAC all the time.
The DAC is a device that’s responsible for
converting digital audio to an analog signal
that’s audible by the human ear (and played
by speakers or headphones). The DAC sits
between the music source (CD player, your
28 NOVO

smartphone, laptop, etc) and your amplifier
and is critically important in the overall
quality of the music we hear. A high quality
DAC can make all the difference in the sound
of your home or headphone music system.
DESIGN & FEATURES

The BDA-3 is Bryston’s first DAC to include
DSD conversion. The unit can convert PCM,
DSD, and DoP (DSD over PCM) encoded
digital signals. The BDA-3’s front panel has
three vertical rows of LEDs. The first two
rows indicate what the incoming PCM digital
signal sampling rate is. The third row shows
which DSD sampling rate is being fed into
the unit.
There’s one ‘On/Off’ button located to the
far right side and one ‘Upsample’ button.
There are also individual buttons for all of its
inputs. An optional remote control (the BR-

2) costs $250 extra.
Users can upsample PCM streams by
multiples of 44.1 KHz or 48KHz through the
S/PDiF inputs. It’s not possible to upsample
either native DSD or DoP signals.
The BDA-3 features two AKM decoding
chips which can convert binary PCM-encoded
signals up to 32-bit / 384 KHz resolution
and DSD code up to 4 x natively. The unit
offers an immense number of audio source
inputs - a whopping total of 10. These
include 4 x HDMI; 2 x Asynchronous USB; S/
PDiF over BNC, RCA, or Toslink (i.e. optical)
connectors; and 1 x balanced (AES/EBU).
Computer based music players and servers,
SACD players, Blu-ray transports, TVs, and
digital media players can all pass hi-res
digital code up to the DSD-512 or 32/384
PCM level through the BDA-3’s USB inputs;
or up to 24/192 PCM signals through its
www.novo.press
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HDMI inputs.
to offering tube-like warmth and liquidity.
The unit also has one HDMI digital output, Neutrality is its forte. It will tell you how
one pair of single-ended RCA analog outputs, good, bad, or downright ugly the sound
and one pair of balanced XLR analog outputs. quality of the digital signal that’s coming
For control applications, the BDA-3 comes into it truly is.
This DAC doesn’t pull punches. If the
with an RS-232 interface port, a USB control
recording’s superb, it’ll create a sound that
port, and an Ethernet jack.
Chipsets alone do not guarantee good will move your soul. If the sonics are ugly,
sonics. Achieving true high-end sound also the sound will make you cringe.
For DSD-encoded signals, I listened to
depends on the quality of the power supply,
the way in which the D-to-A conversion is several hi-res DSD versions of Patricia
Barber’s Modern Cool on SACD and hi-res
done, and the quality of the output stage.
The power supply in the BDA-3 is linear, not files from my laptop and various portable
switched. And it uses a fully balanced dual- digital media players.
differential DAC. This means that there are
The BDA-3 consistently recreated the
no phase-splitters anywhere in the signal complex rhythms of her songs ‘Winter’,
path.
‘Touch of Trash’, ‘Light My Fire’, ‘Post Modern
Bryston claims that integrated circuits (ICs) Blues,’ ‘Let it Rain’, and ‘Silent Partner’
“…limit the bandwidth and dynamic range of with remarkably accurate PRaT, musical
so many other DACs.” Accordingly, there are coherency, and exacting detail.
no ICs anywhere in the BDA-3’s proprietary
Achieving a believable sense of the
solid state analog output section. To learn striking micro and macro-dynamic rhythmic
more technical details about the BDA-3, I shifts contained within Barber’s songs is
encourage you to visit www.bryston.com.
a challenge to the best of sources. With
most DACs, you can’t hear—let alone
PERFORMANCE
feel—the subtle touch of her nimble fingers
Kicking off my listening sessions, I on the piano’s keys and strings. The BDA-3
conducted a number of comparison tests revealed the layered textures and timbres of
between Bryston’s BDA-1 DAC and their individual instruments heard on Modern Cool
latest BDA-3 model, using PCM music with a realism and authenticity that was a
files. The BDA-3 consistently created pleasure to listen to.
better resolution, a much wider and deeper
The Dead Weather is a heavy-alternative
soundstage and smoother pace, rhythm and super group comprised of Alison Mosshart
timing (PRaT). It also offered superior low- (lead vocals), Jack Lawrence (bass), Dean
level detail retrieval compared to Bryston’s Fertita (lead guitar), and Jack White (drums).
first DAC- the PCM-only model BDA-1.
Their debut album Horehound was released
For perspective, I fed the BDA-3 with in 2009 and features heavy-handed guitar
PCM streams from several reference CD lines, aggressive rhythms, and inspired
transports and also compared it to a number drums and percussion.
of $5K to $15K-level tube and solid state
Their songs toss elements of the blues,
outboard DACs.
psychedelic rock, and garage punk into a
With PCM signals, the BDA-3 separated post-apocalyptic blender and pour out a
individual instruments within a huge sound that’s fairly unique. If you liked what
3-dimensional soundstage and painted Jack White did with the White Stripes, you’ll
instrumental timbres with a palpable very likely enjoy The Dead Weather.
matter-of-factness and immediacy.
Bryston’s flagship DAC rendered Mosshart’s
Its sound was direct and exact; as opposed vocals with a stunning clarity and a knife30 NOVO

edged tension that was both
captivating and, at times, unnerving. With songs like ‘Hang
You from the Heavens’, ‘I Cut
like a Buffalo’, ‘Treat Me like
your Mother’, ‘Pony’, and ‘Will
there be Enough Water?’, the
BDA-3 created an immense
amount of sonic detail across
the entire frequency spectrum.
And, thankfully, this detail was
harmonically accurate, while
not causing the typical ringing high-band
listening fatigue which most solid state
DACs induce.
With hi-res DSD files, soundstage height,
width, and depth were all physically larger
with the BDA-3 in the digital playback chain.
This enhanced 3-dimensionality included
more accurate positioning of individual
instruments within the soundstage. The
result…? Music of many genres was
consistently much more intense and
involving.
The BDA-3’s PRaT wasn’t quite as smooth
or warm as $10K+ level tube DACs. And yet,
the BDA-3’s dynamic range was reference
caliber. On several occasions, this DAC’s
‘startle’ factor when the volume increased
from whisper-to-scream intensity levels,
indeed, startled me.
Bryston’s goals with the BDA-3 were:
one, to unleash a reference caliber DAC for
traditional audiophiles; and two, to also offer
computer users top shelf 2-channel sound
from USB and HDMI interfaces via state-ofthe-art ultra high bit D-to-A conversion.
The BDA-3’s low-level detail recovery,
musicality, and neutrality are all reference
caliber. With countless songs, Bryston’s
flagship DAC re-created the musicians’
intentions with far greater clarity, insight,
and perspicacity than I’ve ever heard before;
especially with SACDs and native DSDencoded digital files.
No other outboard DAC that exists today
offers so many connectivity options, has
such a goosebump inducing sound quality,
and, by audiophile standards, has such a
reasonable price.
Bryston
www.bryston.com
1-800-632-8217 | 1-705-742-5325
Bryston BDA-3 DAC (Digital-to-Analog
Converter)
Price: $3,495
www.novo.press
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by Suave Kajko

Audiovector
QR3 Loudspeakers

D

enmark is world renowned as a leader
in design and style, particularly when
it comes to furniture, fashion and toys. It is
also in Denmark where LEGO - the world’s
greatest toy - was born. It should come as
no surprise then, that we also find a fashionable speaker company called Audiovector
there.
Audiovector was founded in Copenhagen in
1979, the same great vintage as the author
of this article, by Ole Klifoth who at the time
had been in the hifi sales business for eight
years. During this time, Ole was exposed
to a wide range of speakers but was never
fully satisfied with what he heard, compared
to the live music he regularly enjoyed in
Copenhagen concert halls, jazz and rock
clubs. It was this disconnect between
www.novo.press

reproduced and live music that drove Ole to
design his first speaker, which immediately
became a success. Today, together with
his son Mads Klifoth, Audiovector designs
and builds high quality speakers determined
to reproduce live sound as accurately as
possible - the very same goal that founded
the company almost 40 years ago. Although
I had heard about Audiovector earlier, I got
my first chance to listen to their speakers
at the TAVES Consumer Electronics Show
in 2016. I also had the pleasure of meeting
Mads Klifoth at the show.
DESIGN & FEATURES

Many traditional high-end speakers tend
to be large, obtrusive and not particularly
attractive in the looks department. Not to

mention the high price of admission. The
Audiovector QR series of speakers however,
are none of that. This series is designed for
those who love music, have a sense of style
and don’t want to remortgage their house to
buy a pair of speakers.
The QR series is the company’s most
affordable line designed for the modern
music listener, rather than the traditional
audiophile. At the time I wrote this review,
this series offered just two models - the QR1
bookshelf ($1,000 US) and the QR3 tower
($1,800 US). However by April 2017, the
series will be expanded to include the QR Sub
(subwoofer), QR Center (centre channel) and
QR Wall (on-wall speaker) models (pricing to
be announced). The QR3 model left a lasting
impression on me at the TAVES Consumer
NOVO 31
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Electronics Show in 2016 thanks to its big
sound, detailed highs and impressive bass.
Hence we asked the Canadian distributor
Tri-cell Enterprises to send us a sample for
review. The QR3 is an elegant speaker, pretty
enough that your significant other will likely
not protest to having it in the living room,
instead of relegating it to the basement.
Housed in a cabinet that will feel comfy in
just about any room, thanks to its compact
dimensions (942 W x 190 W x 232 D mm).
Its design marries a gold-plated AMT (Air
Motion Tweeter) and dual 150 mm mid/bass
drivers (consisting of an aluminum/glue/
aluminum “sandwich”). It has a sensitivity
rated at 90 dB, impedance that ranges from
4 to 8 ohms, and a frequency response from
30 to 45 kHz. The AMT tweeter is a design
that has trickled down from Audiovector’s
higher-end speaker lines, and promises a
detailed high frequency. The Q-port bass
reflex design, ported at the bottom of the
cabinet, enable the speaker to produce a
deeper, more room-filling bass than other
similarly sized speakers. To ensure a visual
fit into any environment, the QR3 is available
in three finishes: Dark Walnut (veneer), Silky
White (flat) and Piano Black (glossy). The

fit and finish of my Dark Walnut QR3 sample
were excellent. If you wish you learn more
about the technology behind the QR series,
head over to www.audiovector.com.
PERFORMANCE

During my tests, I tried these Audiovector
speakers with a few different amps, including
the Jeff Rowland Continuum S2, ModWright
Instruments LS 100 tube preamp & KWA
100 amp, and the Unison Research Sinfonia
tube amp. However, these speakers should
work equally well with good quality, lower
powered (and lower priced) amps because
their 90 dB rating makes them easy to drive.
The bottom-ported, bass reflex design of the
QR3’s makes them easy to place in the room,
since proximity to the rear walls does not
affect their overall presentation as much as
it does traditional rear-ported designs.
I began by listening to a few of my latest
rock and alternative album purchases: Red
Hot Chili Peppers “The Getaway”, Bros “Vol.
1”, Demics “Talk’s Cheap”, Shinedown “Leave
a Whisper” and Mondo Cozmo “Shine”. What
was immediately clear to me was that
the QR3 is capable of producing a large,
room-filling sound; bigger than you might

expect from a speaker of its dimensions. It
served up a great tonal balance, smoothly
blending the highs, mids and bass. The allimportant midrange, where most voices and
instruments play, offered a natural character
and musicality. Guitars in Shinedown’s
“Simple Man (acoustic version)” rang soulfully,
with excellent definition and tonality. Lead
singer Brian Smith’s dynamic, passionate
and sometimes raspy voice was reproduced
with fantastic energy and liveliness. “Go
Robot” by the Red Hot Chili Peppers, had me
tapping my toes and dancing in no time. The
heavily distorted guitars and angry vocals
of the lead singer of the Demics on “New
York City” made me want to take back a few
beers, head down to a local bar and listen
to live rock. Unfortunately I was performing
these listening tests on a Monday evening.
Yes, I was certainly enjoying the sound of the
QR3.
Another strength of the QR3 design I
quickly noticed was its reproduction of high
frequencies. Most certainly this was thanks
to the AMT transducer, which delivered
crisp, clear and high definition playback.
With jazz and classical recordings, this
allowed instruments that reach into the
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Whether you are performing,
recording, mastering, or
listening, there is nothing
more enjoyable than
hearing music as if you are
right there. David Hafler
pioneered high fidelity
sound over 60 years ago
and the tradition continues
with exceptional quality,
superb value and
unmatched musicality.
Hafler… made for those
that love music!

visit hafler.com

Andrew Mendelson

Ed Cherney

Chick Corea

Grammy-Winning Mastering Engineer

Grammy-Winning Engineer

Grammy-Winning Jazz Pianist

The White Stripes, Kings of Leon,
Mariah Carey, Elton John, Keith Urban

The Rolling Stones, Eric Clapton, Sting,
Céline Dion, Billy Joel, Madonna

Elektric Band, Miles Davis,
Return to Forever

"Following a careful review of
the Hafler PH50 phono stage,
all I can say is it sounds great.
The imaging and clarity
are remarkable.”

“My Hafler HA15 gives me a totally
accurate picture of what I'm hearing,
with no artifact, plenty of headroom
and zero distortion. I don't know
how I got along without it.”

“The Hafler HA75 Tube-Head
produces a richer, warmer,
analog quality that makes
listening to music with
headphones more pleasing.”

Hafler and Dynaco are trademarks of
Radial Engineering Ltd. 1588 Kebet Way,
Port Coquitlam BC V3C 5M5
Copyright ©2017 Radial Engineering Ltd., all
rights reserved. Specifications and appearance
are subject to change without notice.
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high frequencies such as violins, flutes,
cymbals and triangles, excel in performance
compared to traditional soft-dome tweeter
designs. The AMT design also produced a
much warmer tone than you would expect
from a ribbon tweeter. The highs were
very well integrated with the mid and bass
frequencies, and never drew my attention or
sounded harsh.
The bass performance of the QR3 is
another characteristic that will impress
most listeners - it’s also what initially
attracted me to explore this speaker in
more detail. Most “hifi” speakers tend to be
light in the bass department but the QR3 is
quite the opposite. Despite their size, these
speakers are capable of deep but tuneful
bass. The bass-reflex design radiates sound
down, towards the plinth at the bottom
of the speaker and hence operates much
more independently of the rear wall than
rear-ported speakers. This allows the QR3
to achieve a much more predictable and
controlled performance. Songs with great
bass lines from the Red Hot Chili Peppers
and the TRON: Legacy soundtrack played
with impressive dynamics and weight. And
it wasn’t just a single-note kind of bass,

no - the QR3 offered a respectable amount
of articulation and low bass detail. Asaf
Avidan & the Mojos’ “One Day / Reckoning
Song” played with thumping, deep notes and
loaded my room with enough bass to get a
dance party started - just add a few friends.
Of course, no speaker in the world is
perfect. Layered soundstaging is not the
strongest suit of the QR3. This speaker
was not capable of delivering the same
level of depth or width of soundstage
that I’ve become accustomed to from my
system. Rather than positioned in a three
dimensional space, the instruments played
in a flatter plane. But let’s not forget that
the components in my system cost many
times the price of these speakers. And to be
fair, soundstaging and pin-point accuracy are
not something that floor-standing speakers
are known for, that’s why many music
listeners turn to bookshelf speakers if they
want to hear superb soundstaging.
During my tests, I also found the QR3
to perform its best with recordings that
offered fewer complex passages. As more
instruments and voices were introduced into
the mix, the sound became less resolved
and slightly congested, in the case of large

classical recordings.
All in all, the Audiovector QR3 speaker is
an excellent choice for younger listeners
interested in exploring what high-end
audio is all about, without having to spend
a fortune. It is an equally great choice for
those building a hifi system with a limited
budget. This speaker will allow you to peer
deeper into the details of your music and
provide a great level of engagement. The
combination of performance and excellent
build quality, make the QR3 a smart choice
over any mass produced speaker brand that
you’ll find in a big box store. It’s lifestyle
appearance and small footprint will also
make it feel right at home, even in a small,
big-city condo. Give it a listen today and you
just might get hooked.
Audiovector
www.audiovector.com
Distributed by Tri-cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com
1 (800) 263-8151
Audiovector QR3 Loudspeakers
Price: $1,800 US
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REVIEW
by Douglas Brown

Skogrand
Vivaldi Interconnects and Speaker Cables

D

uring 2016, my editor Suave Kajko at
NOVO magazine let me audition a pair of
Skogrand’s Tchaikovsky interconnect cables
($6,950 US) for about 8 months. Within a
very short time, I concluded that these were
(indeed… are) the quietest and most accurate pair of interconnects that I’d ever heard.
As a reviewer, I wanted—perhaps even
needed—to have those awesome cables in
my arsenal of reviewing tools. Sadly, I had to
return them.
At the TAVES Consumer Electronics Show
in 2016, Suave asked if I’d like to review
Skogrand’s new Vivaldi interconnects ($750
US/2m length) and a matching pair of Vivaldi
speaker cables ($850 US/3m length).
Word spread like a virus through my local
grapevine of audiophile friends that I’d be
getting Skogrand’s new interconnects and
speaker cables in for review. All of my audio-
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buds were drooling in anticipation at hearing 15 or 20 years ago, Skogrand’s newer cable
the new ‘entry level’ cords. Up until now, the technologies are pushing the boundaries of
biggest issue with Skogrand’s wires has what is, sonically speaking, possible.
The Vivaldi Interconnects (ICs) which I
been their cost. You want the best…? Well…
the best costs money: a LOT of money. Not reviewed were about 3/4-inch in diameter.
any more though. The new Vivaldi cable line They have a striking ox-blood red colored,
has price points that are far more accessible. stitched fabric cover which sits underneath
The excitement which Skogrand has a heavy-gauge clear polymer outer jacket.
created by releasing their entry-level (read: The conductors are 24 AWG OCC (Ohno
affordable) Vivaldi line of cables has been Continuous Cast) solid core copper wires.
My review pair was terminated with locking
utterly remarkable.
Skogrand RCA plugs.
DESIGN & FEATURES
The primary sonic goal for all of Skogrand’s
Since 2011, Skogrand has been proudly cables is to “…liberate the true sound
making ultra-high end reference calibre of every system connected with [them].”
audio cables in Norway. Whereas many of Instead of adding or subtracting any sort
the bigger cable companies who established of sonic coloration, all of Skogrand’s cords
themselves in the 1990s and 2000s seem have been designed with the penultimate
to be resting on their laurels and are still goal of letting audiophiles hear exactly how
selling the same wires that they designed their components sound.
www.novo.press
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Skogrand uses balsa wood, OCC copper,
Poly-tetra-fluoro-ethylene (PTFE) cotton,
cross linked poly-olefin, Per-fluoro-alkoxy
fluoro-carbon (PFA), silver, gold, silk, and
rhodium in different configurations to
achieve an exceptional clarity and accuracy
from all their cables. The ends of the Vivaldi
ICs are fairly stiff. As such, an end user will
need at least 12 inches of clearance behind
the components.
The 3m pair of Vivaldi speaker cables
(SCs) I reviewed came with a white techflex jacket and was terminated with Swissmade CMC Euro-style Copper banana plugs.
Much like the ICs, the Vivaldi speaker cables
also need at least 12 inches of clearance on
both ends to hook-up an amplifier to most
speakers.
Both the ICs and SCs come with air tight
and water-proof Pelican hard shell flight
cases. The build quality is exceptionally high
for ICs and SCs in this price range.

2-channel system’s ability to accurately
reproduce the PRaT, dynamics, and shaded
instrumental timbers.
Skogrand’s Vivaldi ICs and SCs were so
accurate that they revealed how flawed
the digitized CD version of Strays sounded
as a source for reproducing their songs.
After listening to both a redbook CD and a
150-weight vinyl record copy, the record
sounded far more like real music, with real
instruments in real space and time. The true
sonic beauty of Strays came straight out of
my vinyl rig. So much so that I decided to
solely use vinyl for the rest of my listening
tests.
For perspective, I took the Vivaldi ICs
and SCs over to my friend Allan’s house.
Listening to Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs’ new
180 gram 2-record set of Santana’s classic
1970 album Abraxas on his $100K+ level
2-channel vinyl rig, the Vivaldi cables let
the stunning amount of inner sonic detail,
unstoppable Latin-flavoured rhythms, and
PERFORMANCE
the startling dynamics contained on this
Released in 1993, Junkhouse’s debut album amazing album flow forth without restriction.
While MFSL’s 2007 re-issue of Abraxas
Strays is a phenomenally well recorded rock
record that contains a wide variety of toe- had good sonics, their new Ultra-Disc ‘one
tapping songs with catchy guitar riffs and, step’ plating and pressing process brings a
in places, a strong acoustic edge that gives striking new vitality and musicality to one of
some of the tracks a small-town country feel. Santana’s best albums.
Featuring such songs as “Singing Winds,
Featuring such epic songs as “Jesus Sings
the Blues”, “Out of my Head”, “Gimme the Crying Beasts”, “Black Magic Woman /
Love”, “Stone Horses”, “Big Lake”, “No Way Gypsy Queen”, “Oye Como Va”, “Se a Cabo”,
Out of Love”, and “The Buffalo Skinner”, the “Mother’s Daughter”, and “Sampa Pa Ti”, the
eclectic use of instruments and sounds 1970 album Abraxas showcases Carlos
captured on this record will test any Santana’s technical mastery of the guitar.
36 NOVO

The Vivaldi cables let Allan and I hear the
amazing PRaT, striking dynamics, and jawdropping layering of sounds contained on
Abraxas in all of its sonic glory.
Back in 1970, Santana’s ability as a
guitarist was (arguably) second only to
Jimi Hendrix. A listener should be able to
‘feel’ the subtle sonic textures and striking
rhythmic changes in Santana’s playing on
Abraxas at an emotional and spiritual level.
With Skogrand’s Vivaldi cables, both Allan
and I heard the truth of Santana’s musical
genius. We happily agreed that this was the
best that either of us had ever heard Abraxas
sound.
Skogrand’s new entry-level Vivaldi
interconnects and speaker cables deliver
about 85% of detail, smoothness, and
musical coherency of their reference calibre
top-level cords; at a fraction of the price.
The Vivaldi line offers a decent sense of
space, 3-dimensionality, and precision
imaging. The higher frequencies were
extended and accurate, without inducing
any of the high-band “ringing” which cables
in this price range usually create.
The mid-range was neutral and accurate. I’ve
heard warmer mids from a few other cables,
but this “warmth” was usually accompanied
by un-natural sonic colorations and too much
emphasis in the lower frequency registers.
Low to mid bass was delicate, textured,
and… again… accurate. If a 2-channel
system created low-end rhythm, groove, and
slam, the Vivaldi cables let it all come forth
with an almost unparalleled precision.
Judged within their price bracket, the
Vivaldi ICs and SCs offer exceptional
accuracy. These are not cables which
produce romantic warmth or sonic euphoria.
And this precision will, unfortunately, reveal
how poor sounding most lower-end and midfi 2-channel digital sources truly are.
You wanna hear what your gear really
sounds like…? Give Skogrand’s Vivaldi
interconnects and speaker cables a listen.
Be forewarned though: these cables are
hyper-accurate. They will tell you exactly
how good your gear is; or… isn’t.
Skogrand Cables
www.skograndcables.com
Skogrand Vivaldi Interconnects
Price: $750 US/2m pair
Skogrand Vivaldi Speaker Cables
Price: $850 US/3m pair
www.novo.press
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by George de Sa

Yamaha
A-S2100 Integrated Amplifier

F

ounded by Torakusu Yamaha, back in the
late 1800’s, Yamaha had its beginnings
making reed organs. Today, Yamaha is one
of the largest manufacturers of musical instruments, well recognized worldwide for its
pianos, string and percussion instruments.
Grounded in music, even the company logo
features three tuning forks overlaid in a circle. Along with instruments, Yamaha produces audio/video products; from A/V receivers
to loudspeakers through to streamers and
headphones. Yamaha has seven integrated
amplifier models; second from the top sits
their A-S2100 ($3,499 US) superseded only
by their flagship A-S3000 ($6,999 US).
NOVO’s Glen Wagenknecht reviewed the
less expensive A-S801 integrated amplifier in 2015. I though, had never evaluated
a Yamaha audio component and wondered,
could a company so accomplished with
musical instruments capture such musical
verve in its top-line integrated amplifiers?

DESIGN & FEATURES

Yamaha created the A-S2100 to satisfy
discerning listeners…both audiophile and
www.novo.press

musical lovers alike. Built like a tank,
weighing at over 50 lbs given its massive EI
power transformer and filter caps (22,000vF
x 4), it has a mid-‘70s aesthetic. Real
wood side panels finished in a piano gloss
black lacquer give tribute to the company’s
piano heritage, while front VU / peak power
meters add panache to the retro-chic style.
A 5mm thick aluminum faceplate comes in
brushed black or silver. The volume, source
selector, bass/treble knobs are made of
real aluminum, exemplifying its quality. The
Yamaha A-S2100 eschews an integrated
DAC in favour of a Moving-Magnet (MM) /
Moving-Coil (MC) phono-stage for turntables.
A front headphone jack is connected to a
discrete head-amp circuit with its own trim
level and possible speaker connections
include A, B or A+B.
On the back, the A-S2100 has three stereo
sets of single-ended (RCA) input jacks, phono
(RCA) jacks, an in/out (RCA) tape loop, and a
single stereo set of balanced (XLR) inputs.
In addition, there is also a Pre-Out if you’d
like to connect the A-S2100 to an external
amplifier. There is also a Main-In, allowing the

A-S2100 to be used as a dedicated amplifier,
by-passing its preamplifier section. Though
impressively equipped with inputs/outputs
that are well laid out, it was the solid brass,
seriously overbuilt five-way speaker binding
posts that had me floored - talk about hiding
the jewels. Another surprise was found
on the bottom, where well-built vibration
insulating feet are convertible to spikes via
removable magnetic pads, and adjustable
for levelling - talk about attention to detail.
A svelte brushed aluminum faced handheld
full-function remote is also supplied.
Without getting heavily into the electronic
design and believe me there’s much to be
said, I’ll sum it up in a few sentences. The
Yamaha A-S2100 is a symmetrical balanced
floating A/B MOSFET design with low noise,
to facilitate pure transmission of signal.
Output power is 90 Watts/channel (8 :)
and 150 Wpc (4:). Within the A-S2100
lies a massive EI custom built transformer
mounted with brass washers for vibration
control. The preamplifer circuit of the
A-S2100 is the same as that of Yamaha’s
flagship A-S3000; it is fully balanced from
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input to output.
PERFORMANCE

I evaluated the Yamaha with a
MOON by Simaudio 280D DAC and
MiND player as the digital source,
with digital files from my PC and
also streamed from Tidal HiFi. My
resident VPI Scout turntable was
the analog source and cables were
all Nordost Heimdall 2. I primarily
used my Audio Physic Scorpio 25+
loudspeakers but also tried my
Focal Electra 1008 Be monitors
with the A-S2100.
I thought since the Yamaha has
a dedicated circuit headphone
amplifier, I’d give it a whirl with
my Grado SR325e headphones.
Listening to digital tracks as well
as vinyl, I was impressed with
the extension on both ends of the
spectrum. There was lots of air
around and between the instruments
and the headphone amplifier is
admirably silent. Transparency and
detail was abundant, yet this came
always with a sense of warmth. I
was impressed with what I heard
and would estimate the A-S2100
headphone amplifier would stand up
to stand-alone headphone amplifiers
in the $500 plus range.
At the TAVES Consumer Electronics
Show in 2016, I managed to score a
signed copy of Anne Bisson’s Conversations
LP. Listening to this album through the
Yamaha’s phono-stage, I was well satisfied
by the result. Anne’s voice projected just
beyond the front wall of my listening room,
and possessed not only naturalness but
realism. The piano strokes were clearly
placed to the right and just beyond the wall,
and portrayed with the glow and warmth
of the instrument. Her voice possessed
life, with detail, delicacy and presence.
Notes flowed with ease, palpable and
smooth, while the lower register carried
substantial mass, portraying lifelike size.
The imaging and soundstaging capabilities
of the A-S2100 were fabulous. Turning my
attention to the upper frequencies, I took
pleasure in their smoothness, buoyancy and
luminous quality; no grit or rough edges that
might detract from music. There was also
a noticeably black background from which
images emerged, confirming the A-S2100’s
inherent low noise.
I compared the A-S2100 phono-stage with
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my Pro-Ject PhonoBox II SE. The Pro-Ject
was brighter and as a result sibilants and
noise were more evident. This also made
the Pro-Ject somewhat more revealing and
at the other end, the Pro-Ject, was more
articulate and dynamic with bass. Yet it
couldn’t muster the melodious beauty that
the Yamaha’s phono-stage drew from the
grooves. The Pro-Ject was perhaps more
faithful to the recording but the Yamaha
was faithful to the music. This was not so
much a case of better or worse but different.
In fact, the Yamaha phono-stage was very
reminiscent of the Hafler PH50 ($500 US)
I recently reviewed, in both its strengths
and performance, which says a lot about its
value.
Moving to Tidal HiFi, streaming Lake
Street Dive’s “I Want You Back” from their
Fun Machine, I was awestruck with what I
heard. The Yamaha A-S2100 delivered her
voice with a vibrancy, dimensionality and
rich tonality that I wouldn’t have expected
from an integrated amp, much less one at
this price point. From the opening bass

plucks I was glued to my seat. The standup bass had outstanding dynamic presence
with a full-out meaty bass tone that
projected lifelike size. Its strings sounded
oh-so-taught, snapping at each pluck with
revealing texture. Trumpet, background
vocals and lead vocals, all clearly separated
in real space, taking their spots before me.
Overall imaging was superb, spot-on with
a sizeable defined soundstage. Listening
to the cymbals, I got a taste of metallic
truism, ever so lightly warmed with delicate
nuance. The tapping of the drum sticks,
educed a woodiness that had me convinced
of the A-S2100’s power to deliver lifelike
timbre. My thoughts kept turning to how full,
smooth and harmonically rich the Yamaha’s
sound was, suggestive of some fine tube
integrated amplifiers that have crossed my
way.
I moved from female vocals over to male
and the track “House of the Rising Sun” from
the Son’s of Anarchy – Season 4 album. I
am quite familiar with the large, deep vocals
of this song but that didn’t stop me from
www.novo.press
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dropping some expletives, when I heard what
the A-S2100 could do with it. The Yamaha
didn’t just play large and deep; it did so in a
most physical manner, conveying a gigantic,
ominous image. Without hesitation, I
replayed the track, this time cranking the
volume up to 90dB peaks, and the A-S2100
delivered without any sense of strain or lack
of headroom. I shook my head and thought,
‘wow - this is an integrated amp playing like
big boss power amp’. My notes from this
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listening session simply say…‘full, kick-ass
rumbling bass and drums!’
From delicate to powerful, loud to soft,
digital to analog the Yamaha A-S2100 did
not fail to please. I spent many hours in
front of it, evaluating its mettle but I spent
many more just intoxicated by its music.
And, when it comes down to it, what more
could one ask. This is a cool looking, wellbuilt integrated amp that plays in a way that
just makes you want to listen and listen

some more. The Yamaha A-S2100 is not
only a great integrated amp, it’s a gateway
to musical pleasure.
Yamaha
www.yamaha.com
Yamaha A-S2100 Integrated Amplifier
Price: $3,499 US
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Monitor Audio
Controlled Performance In-Wall (CP-IW460X) Loudspeaker

M

odern living environments and contem- DESIGN & FEATURES
porary décor trends generally don’t emThe CP-IW460X in-wall speaker is
brace traditional audio/video systems with
large speaker enclosures. Just flip through compact considering that it is a full threeone of the latest home décor magazines and way, five-driver loudspeaker. Its sealedtraditional loudspeaker boxes are nowhere box construction allows it to deliver
to be found. Rather, today’s interior designs optimal performance in virtually any in-wall
call for small lifestyle setups, Bluetooth application, when installed properly. The
speakers or perhaps a svelte soundbar. Au- highest quality components, materials and
dio performance is compromised as such life- construction are used to ensure maximum
style oriented setups just don’t perform like performance. First, the CP-IW460X uses
high-end tower or bookshelf loudspeakers. Monitor Audio’s latest speaker driver
Catering to this trend, many high-end au- innovations – proprietary C-CAM (Ceramicdio product manufacturers have introduced Coated Aluminium Magnesium) cones with
high performance on-wall / in-wall speakers; ‘dimpled’ Rigid Surface Technology (2 x
speakers to be heard, not seen. UK based 6.5’ and 2 x 4’) as well as a single C-CAM
Monitor Audio is one of these companies and Ribbon High Frequency transducer. These
their Controlled Performance CP-IW460X in- drivers have the capability of delivering
wall speaker aims to provide stealth without high-output with great speed and minimal
distortion. Second, a high-quality threesonic compromise.

www.novo.press

way crossover is incorporated, with
adjustable high, medium and low frequency
(boundary) controls, allowing seamless
driver integration and tailoring of speaker
sound for room acoustics and personal
taste. Finally, the enclosure is a cast
polymer cabinet with die-cast aluminium
baffle, which has exceptional rigidity and
thus, limits vibrational distortion. With
a frequency response of 50 to 60,000 Hz,
the CP-IW460X covers most of the audible
spectrum. Monitor Audio has aimed high with
the CP-IW460X; it is designed to emulate
the performance characteristics of Monitor
Audio’s own Gold range of loudspeakers.
For this review, I had two CP-IWX460
loudspeakers professionally installed in my
room. Installed 8 feet apart on the front wall,
and 13 feet away from my listening seat,
they were wired up with Tributaries SP812UL
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12-guage long crystal copper speaker cables.
The CP-IW460X’s come with magnetic
paintable speaker grills that fit like a glove
to conceal the drivers.
PERFORMANCE

When I began my evaluation, the first
thing that caught my attention was these
speakers’ impressive clarity and high
frequency definition. The ribbon tweeter in
the CP-IW460X is truly a high-end transducer,
revealing minute inflections and fine detail
in a most refined manner. This amazing
tweeter is also very well integrated with the
flanking twin midrange drivers, calling no
undue attention to itself. I found the mid-tohigh frequency response to be reminiscent
of the Monitor Audio Gold 300 loudspeaker
that I reviewed in 2015. In that review I
stated that “the treble possessed plentiful
detail and was well extended with a refined
smoothness”; this description would equally
apply to the CP-IW460X. Like the Gold 300,
the CP-IW460X also had an organic warmth
across its upper midrange and treble superb detail without any tendency towards
coldness, dryness or sterility.
Voices
reproduced by the CP-IW460X possessed a
vibrancy, combined with warmth and lifelike
texture that enriched my listening sessions.
On Esperanza Spalding’s self-named album
“Esperanza” and the track I Adore You, I was
smitten by the abundance of dynamic bass
energy, weight and definition. Esperanza’s
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voice came across as sweet, natural and
relaxed. The opening kettle drum strikes
were stirring and the CP-IW460X seemed
to have no problem conveying the ominous
Congo jungle flavour of this track. Raspy
notes from the shakers were textured with
wonderful definition, no doubt enhanced by
the ribbon tweeter’s speed and transient
proficiency. A generous soundstage was
revealed with a clear sense of depth and
front to back layering - percussion falling
behind Esperanza’s glorious voice, brush
strokes on the drums a little more forward.
Imaging was handled with aplomb, with the
various elements taking defined positions in
space.
Sony Rollin’s track, God Bless The Child,
was a pleasure to listen to through the CPIW460X loudspeakers. The opening upright
bass plucks were deep and resonant, having
realistic timbre. Yet, it was Sonny Rollins’
sax play that had my emotions welling.
Delivered with dimension, it was as if Sonny
was playing just within the confines of my
room. There was a caramel sweetness
to the sound of the sax, which was well
accompanied by the fulsome glow of the
guitar notes playing to the other side.
On Outlands, from the TRON Legacy
soundtrack, the CP-IW460X exposed the
sinew character of the violin strings with
evident variations in stroke intensity. The
timpani drums were conveyed in an impactful
manner, while the brass instruments

sounded rich and resonant.
The overall soundstage was
large with impressive depth
and the CP-IW460X’s were
able to deliver the vastness
of the soundscape across the
front plane of my room.
Bass with the CP-IW460X
was very well handled. With a
50Hz low frequency extension,
you wouldn’t expect the
CP-IW460X to reveal the
nether regions and they don’t.
However, the CP-IW460X
should not be underestimated.
It has substantial bass,
enough to rival a large
bookshelf or even mid-size
tower loudspeaker. I did try a
2.1 arrangement with a Monitor
Audio Silver W-12 subwoofer.
Once adjusted, it was clear
that the W-12 subwoofer
reached deeper into the
bass and added some size to
images. The W-12 is a musical
subwoofer and therefore, well complemented
the CP-IW460X; yet, despite the bass
enhancement adding in the W-12 did not
result in a night and day difference. What
I mean is that the CP-IW460X can hold its
own on bass for the large majority of music.
Home theatre though would be another story,
a high quality subwoofer like the W-12 would
be indispensable to fully appreciate movie
sound effects.
The days of compromising on sound to
meet décor trends is a thing of the past
with a speaker as capable as the Monitor
Audio CP-IW460X. With its paintable grills,
any interior decorator should be satisfied,
without compromise to high-end sound. Like
a ‘sleeper’ hot-rod, the CP-IW460X delivers
delicious high-end performance behind a
most unassuming exterior.

Monitor Audio
www.monitoraudio.ca
Distributed in Canada by Kevro
International
www.kevro.com
(800) 667-6065
Monitor Audio CP-IW460X In-wall
Speakers
$2,200 US / each
www.novo.press

THE EXTREME PHANTOM
More powerful · More exhilarating · More reﬁned
4.500 W • 108 dB • 14Hz-27kHz • Titanium Tweeter
No distortion · No saturation · No background noise
Phantom is unique. More than a connected speaker, Phantom emits sound using a revolutionary
and inherently superior process created by Devialet engineers.
Invented and made in France, protected by 107 patents, Phantom forever changes the world of sound.
Experience the ultra-dense sound with physical impact in its most extreme version with Gold Phantom.
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